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each in its own distinct layer or band. Anotr.er very s?.nJ.1cant/acto is that

of the vast amount of sea waer which would be required for depositing the
cvapori1the mineral from t~e

layers. A careful estimate shows thatA 2,000 meters of sea water would be required

in order to deposit one meter of anhydrite. Thus a total column of approximateyL -t¬-.

1,555,000 meters (96 miles) of sea water would be required for the deposition of the

2,0 feet of banded anhydrite which Dean found in the western edge of Pecos County,
out

Texas. He pdintsAthat "the volume of sea water required to produce the anomt of

anhydrite in the Castile would be about 2,00 times the total volune of the Delaware

Basin."' Obviously the Flood did not afford anything like the amount of time

which would be required for precipitating and settling the great number of "new batches"

of sea water which this would require. Dean believes that the 200,000 couplets which

he measured in the Phillips ]. well, represent 200,000 annual cycles of evaporation

and deposition, and has found a very considerable body of evidence to support this

view.




Also, there is no reasonable way of explaining the deposition of such an array

of thin, uniform couplet layers on the basis of volcanic action or the welling up

of dissolved salts from deeper layers. (Ever since the nature of these layers

became known some two decades ago, the geologists who have studied them have been in

full agreement that any such means of formation for these layers are out of the

question.) Some of the factors which contribute to this agreement are: (a) thet e

volcanic activity in the a:ea, (b) the continuity and

amazing uniformity of the thickness of the layers over such widegeographic arc

and Cc) the fact that the thicknesses of the mictolayers of anhydrite (6aS0)

and calcite (CaCO3) are found to be in a proportion very similaV to the proportions

of these chemicals when they precipitate, upon the evaporation 3f ordinary sea water.

Concerning this latter condition, one will note from the plates and tables given by

Dean (e.g., on pp. 22, 279, and 282), that the thickness of each carbonate-organic

layer is much less than that of the corresponding CaSOj layer. This is in keeping
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